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With the current in each branch known, the fall of potential
between point (6) and the car (S) may be determined from either
of the equations
6aB   =  Ia(RaB + Rba)	(82)
6bB  =  IbRbB	(83)
That these two drops in voltage are identical will be shown more
conclusively by substituting in (82) the value of current (7a)
obtained from Eq. (81).
As the total current (IB) is flowing through the feeder between
(6) and ($) the additional drop over this distance is
The total drop in the overhead conductors between substation
and car is, therefore,
e  = I hit* -\-IRl	(84)
If the feeder had been tapped into the trolley at the substation
(S) in addition to the other taps a second network would have
been added to the calculation, but the method of solution would
not have been changed. In fact, any network may be readily
solved with the use of Kirchoffs laws if taken step by step.
City Systems.—The principal difference between the calcula-
tion of urban and interurban feeder systems is that in the former
it is necessary to consider a large number of cars per section, each
drawing an average current which may be readily determined
from their relative current time curves or from actual tests with
meters on the car if the road is already in operation. Such
sections may ordinarily be considered as uniformly loaded with-
out serious error.
Such a section, represented by Fig. 36, may be treated as a
uniformly loaded beam in mechanics, and in place of using the in-
dividual values of current taken by each car at a, 6, c, etc., the total
current of all cars on the section combined may be considered as
being taken from the mid-point, distant 1/2 ft. from the station.
The correctness of this method may be readily proved by inte-
grating the voltage drops (irdfy between the limits of zero and

